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The manuscript by Avisar and Ronen-Eliraz raises few points for consideration regarding the need to monitor, regulate and treat drugs and their residuals from wastewater. The manuscript base the augments on the following statements: (i) The trends of a wastewater generation and fresh water consumption is constantly growing leading to large amount of wastewater requiring treatment and shortage in fresh water resources in many parts of the world. (ii) Israel is the country with the highest rate of treated wastewater reuse and therefore can be considered a test case for treated wastewater reuse; and (iii) Drugs and their residues are persistent and are not degraded in conventional wastewater treatment facilities. After establishing this background the manuscript goes to several different directions including detection of drugs and their residues in water resource and treatment of concentrated effluents. However there are few fundamental problems with this manuscript.

(1) The topic of this manuscript has been discussed at all levels for more than 2 decades now and the amount of work that has been published on each and every point that is reported in this manuscript is overwhelming. However, A reader without previous knowledge could understand that the drug residue in wastewater is a problem mainly in Israel and that most of the work has been done by two groups (20 out of 47 references or 38 scientific peer-reviewed publications) come from two group with the authors self-citing 14 of their his own publication).

(2) The manuscript does not bring any new perspective and many arguments are not fully supported. For example drug residues are considered contaminant of soil, water and sludge however it is also stated that their concentration are very low and that no proven health implication was reported to date. There are logical gaps and jumps between hot spots with high contamination that can be dealt by AOPs and low-level board contamination of soil and water that are not suitable for this type of treatment. Moreover, sometime the manuscript refer to drug and drug residues in other cases to pharmaceuticals and in other parts to organic micro-pollutants, which is much larger group. Finally the manuscript state that many of the pharmaceutical metabolites/transformation products are unknown and on the other hand calls for consideration of regulation these compounds.

When one consider regulation a clear target and method must be suggested too. In this work no priority substance are suggested and it is noted twice in the text that to date the no toxicity at environmental levels was found. Moreover the detection methodology is very complex at best and often if one want to consider many metabolites the analytical methods are a subject for research and not routine analysis.

To conclude this manuscript is very limited in presenting the current literature (other than the authors own work) and instead provide a long list of clichés that are summarized by the “need for more research”. No new perspective on the subject is provided. This is not enough to recommend publication.

Some specific comments:

Page 1 lines 26-27 - This is related mostly to biological contamination and waterborne diseases which are not really the subject of this work. This makes this statement a bit misleading. Page 3 fig 2 The amount of water resource will grow between 2010 and 2040 by $\sim 1400 \text{ Mcm/year}$ and the reuse by only $\sim 500$? Also is this original data/figure or should be credited to Bar-Eli, 2017 or someone else?

Page 5 lines 19-20 what were the measured ADP3 concentrations in that experiment?

Page 8 lines 4-5 This is very important point and should be discussed in details maybe even as a separated section. Please provide proofs for toxic effects and contamination of soil and water resources.

Page 8 lines 8-10 This is a problematic statement - the drug residues identity is often unknown based on section 2 and concentrations of known active compounds are very low at $\mu g/L$ or below with no proof that they cause health problem. Does these facts justify legislation that require very expensive and labor intensive analysis?

Page 8 section 4 In this section there is a mixture of point sources or hot spots like hospitals or manufacturing facilities with concentration effluents which are very different from contamination of groundwater, soils or municipal/domestic wastewater or even agricultural wastewater that were mentioned earlier.

Page 9 lines 7-8 You need to prove that the OMP residuals harmful and which specific elements are the problematic not the other way around.

Throughout the text: authors use OMP, drugs and pharmaceuticals referring to the same group of materials – please unify the terms. Check sub and super scripts.